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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.RELIGION CIVILITY: The
Primacy of Conscience (the third book of the breakthrough
Second Enlightenment Trilogy ) reveals trial-and-error failures
and successes of past and present civilizations. Man inherits
from nature hard-won intelligence (cortical consciousness) to
learn from errors of irreligion and incivility. Though more
painful, error is sometimes the most convincing teacher. The
author, Sylvester L. Steffen, deciphers from nature her rosetta
code - the trimorphic processes of resonance - by which cosmic
energy/matter evolves in conscious complexity. Brute
inclinations, sex, violence and instinct are background to
enlightenment. Steffen gives come-uppance to the frustrations
of patriarchal self-worship. The ugly sides and the good sides of
popes, kings and commoners stand to face bloodied truth. The
dead-end absolutes of religion and politics, cultured in static
world consciousness, are looked at - upfront and close - and are
relegated to history in favor of open-ended possibilities of
evolutionary consciousness. Religion Civility is a book of epochal
potential. It is powerfully indicting, powerfully illuminating. From
cover to cover it is surprising, even life-changing. The other
books of the Second Enlightenment Trilogy are...
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R eviews
This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ea nu Johns
This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the
author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch
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